
Virtual Tour of Homes and Online Auction July 23, 2021 

July 23rd, the Virtual Tour of Homes will be available for viewing. Four 

homes will be on tour. Last week we previewed the homes of Polly and 

Richard Gambill, and Jeff Roberts. Two additional homes will be on the 

tour. 

 

Gretel’s Haus 

Custom designed for Jean and Otis Sawyer, Gretel’s Haus was built by 

Four Forty Four Builders on a beautifully wooded site. There are many 

thoughtful design elements throughout, beginning on the home’s exterior 

that has a Bavarian ski lodge aesthetic. The woodwork 

on the gable are multiple S’s for Sawyer. Leaf cut-outs on the wooden 

banisters and gates were designed and executed to represent the trees on 

the property. Why the name Gretel’s Haus? Gretel is the name of the 

Sawyer’s beautiful dog!  

 

The living room is the heart of the home and welcomes family and 

visitors alike. Mr. Sawyer is in the furniture business, and comfortable 

and perfectly suited pieces from companies that he represents are mixed 

with family heirlooms throughout the house. Throughout the home you 

see that the homeowners are clearly interested in preserving a piece of 

the past and integrating it with their present lives. Woven baskets made 

by the homeowner, Westmoore Pottery, antique butter molds, English 

Barley twist candlesticks, Penland arts and crafts, and much more accent 

the handsome furnishings. Treasured antiques accent the new along with 

collected pieces from their travels, inviting a story. A floating fireplace 

separates the living room from the dining room where a period console 

and lovely oil painting anchor the dining area.  

 

The light and airy primary bedroom can be entered directly from the 

living area and also has access to the spacious deck. The bedroom has a 

vaulted ceiling with an exposed Bavarian style painted beam. It is a very 

comfortable room and invites lingering over a cup of coffee and a good 

book. The primary bathroom has very special tile work in the walk-in 

shower and dual custom vanities.  



 

The home is designed so that the homeowners can spend most of their 

time living on one level. A lovely additional bedroom and bath also 

provide guest privacy and all the amenities on the first floor. 

 

A gourmet kitchen with Bosch appliances, features a soffit design and 

has a stained knotty alder shiplap. Cabinetry houses a special collection 

of Southern pottery including wedding pottery from the homeowner’s 

parents, and Edgar Pearce watercolors are of the New Jersey shore near 

an area where Mr. Sawyer grew up. Significant art work anchors every 

room. There is every thought to detail in this home. Even the floor 

leading to the well-appointed laundry room is brick-laid, and a barn door 

is used to give the space some extra pizzazz.  

 

Upstairs, the grandchildren have their own special suite. At the top of 

the stairs, a large antique English voting box sets the stage for a very 

special room. Antique twin beds are dressed in bed linens designed by 

Ed Springs. Best of all, the room has a secret! Behind the built-in 

bookcases there is a room that is accessed by raising a lever hidden in a 

book. What a treat for the grandchildren – and to adults who find their 

way into the hidden room filled with toys and stuffed animals! 

 

Landscaping by The Mustard Seed frames the fairy-tale home and begs 

you for a return visit. Combined with a lovely view from the living areas 

or off the deck, this welcoming home, filled with warmth, is a very 

special place. 

 

Laurel Cliff 

The home of Drs. Lee Rocamora and John Thompson was designed by 

Fryday and Doyne of Charlotte, NC to blend into the neighborhood, and 

sighted to take advantage of the expansive view of Grandfather and the 

John’s River Gorge. It was also designed to mitigate exposure to sun and 

wind. Rocamora and Thompson are collectors: the spacious house was 

designed to showcase the stunning art. Most of the artists in their vast 



collection are North Carolina painters including Blowing Rock artist 

Philip Moose. The focus of the decorative arts is Penland artists.    

 

From the moment you enter the home you sense the attention to detail. 

The vaulted ceiling and walls are all white oak as are all doors and 

cabinets throughout the home to provide an organic continuity of space. 

When you first walk into the home you soak up the view. Then you start 

to take in the art, realizing that the living room fireplace table is by 

Nakashima and the lamps are by ceramic artist Tom Suomalainen. The 

stacked stone fireplace is framed on both sides by lighted glass shelves 

filled with glass by Dante Marioni, Ben Cobb, Jay Muesler; Richard 

Ritter, Giles Bettison, and Dale Chihuly, and ceramics by Michael 

Sherrill, Peter Pincus, Becky Gray, Cristina Cordova, Sergei Issupov, 

and Akio Takamori. On the mantle is a collection by ceramic artist 

Michael Sherrill. The main floor living area features paintings including 

those by Gatewood, Payne, Moose, and Kahn. The collaborative glass 

sculpture on the sofa coffee table is by glass artists Kate Vogel and John 

Littleton. In the dining room a Bruton pyramid table and Norman 

Cherner chairs hold center court. Pablo Soto created the dining room 

glass chandelier.  

 

The kitchen was designed by Beth Merrell of Donlon Merrell, Charlotte 

and fashioned with a combi steam oven and 2 dishwashers for easy clean 

up. The Subzero refrigerator and freezer seamlessly blend into the 

quarter sawn white oak cabinetry. All in all, the kitchen sets the scene 

for culinary success for the enthusiastic cooks, as does the adjacent 

butler’s pantry that has more than ample storage for everything! Counter 

chairs are burled walnut by artist Wyatt Severs.  

 

The primary bedroom has a direct view of Grandfather. A table in front 

of the window is by ceramic artist Herb Cohen, previously from 

Blowing Rock. Summer Wheat’s wall-sized frieze-like painting, Sand 

Castle is of women doing daily tasks - the same as men would perform. 

Giraffe bedside table lamps are by ceramic artist Jane Peiser. The large 



in suite dressing room and bathroom have many custom designs. The 

bathroom features double mirrors by Jane Peiser.  

 

Grayson Gordon hand-forged the Weldon fabrication staircase bannister 

leading to the downstairs. You are immediately captivated by Heather 

Allen’s quilt hanging on the wall at the facing the stairs. Wendell Castle 

made the handsome table in the entry to the downstairs.  

 

Downstairs, there is a large sitting area. A floating fireplace and cozy 

den seating area welcome all to gather and enjoy the beauty of the tree-

tops and gentle vista of the mountains. James Edward Barnes’ Trout 

Stream, cloisonné with wood calls attention to the coffee table. A 

stacked stone wall includes lighted niches with ceramic sculptures by 

Alice Ballard, and glass by Susan Gott called The Couple electrifies one 

corner. Pat Skull produced a multimedia piece, commissioned as a floor 

piece, because the homeowners had run out of surface space! Paintings 

by Howell and Johnson complete the area. There is also a bar with ice 

maker and a warming drawer. The dark stained cabinets work to define 

the space from the white oak paneled room. 

 

The second guest bedroom includes lamps by Peiser and Owen. The 

important paintings are by Howell, Burge, and Moose.  

 

In the study, the beginning of the homeowner’s glass collection is 

represented: Ron Carter, Richard Riter, John Nygren, Bernstein, and 

others. Emily Wilson’s birds are notably holding court. Becky Gray’s 

ceramics, Jean Yao’s woven work, chairs by Michael Brown, Bird and 

Fish by Daniel Essig and a hand painted birthday card from Eric Carle 

are just some of the collectible items. A series of paintings by McKnight 

of Mykonos also hangs in the office.  

 

The third bedroom has comfortable twin beds with a slight departure 

from the typical Southern American art. Paintings include Gatewood, 

Johnson, Boggess, Estevez and Tamiyo.  Cristina Cordova’s ceramic 



work is showcased. Lamps are by Tom Suomalainen and Jane Peiser. 

The view looks to Grandfather and the gorge. Who would want to leave? 

 

Living with art is a lifestyle. These homeowners have mastered it with 

ease.  

 

Our sincere thanks to all of the homeowners for generously donating 

their support to the tour. All contributions to the Tour of Homes will 

benefit agencies in the High Country. 

 
 


